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Robotic process automation is one of the crucial technologies to achieve Hyperautomation in any organization. It uses software 
robots (bots or computer software) to automate mundane and repetitive tasks by emulating human actions with the digital systems.

RPA Bots are configurable and perform tasks like triggering responses, integrate incompatible systems, execute tasks in conditional 
sequence without breaks and zero mistakes. These bots can be cloned and reused to scale the operations at any level.

True RPA Platform for Digital Enterprise

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)
Support diverse infrastructures, disparate data sources, and accelerated application development with digital business 
automation

AutomationEdge has already delivered its innovative solution to large multinationals globally like US Navy, American Express, Capita, 
Coty, HDFC Life, Smart Dubai Government, Mashreq Bank, Borden Dairy, JW Logistics and Genpact to name a few.

Automate your mundane-repetitive processes and ignite business productivity with 
digital workforce

Automate
Automate rule-based tasks that are repetitive in nature. RPA Bot workflow built using ready and custom adaptors can also be used to perform a set of 
actions to automate multiple steps in the entire flow. If required, RPA Bots also perform actions based on condition to add limited intelligence in the 
process.

Optimize
The automation of repetitive and mundane tasks optimizes the actual efforts to perform the task. The absence of human element in such processes 
allows RPA bots to work at its optimum level without errors. This results in reduced wait time, cost and efficiency.

Integrate
One of the crucial features of automation is its ability to integrate compatible and non-compatible applications. RPA integrates business applications by 
sharing information. It uses UI automation to read data and navigate through applications. This allows RPA to integrate any application.

Data Processing
Data comes in different formats like word document, excel, pdf, and most of the time it is not in the format required to feed in application or analyse. 
RPA can read data and make it available in the required format for the processing. AutomationEdge RPA is the fastest data processing tool in the 
market.

AutomationEdge is listed in the ServiceNow Store, Salesforce AppExchange, Cherwell mApp Exchange, Splunkbase, BMC Marketplace.


